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We investigate paracompactness in the product of a paracompact space Y with a para- 
compact linearly ordered topological space X, when: certain controls arc placed on the 
subspace qX of points without a compact nei@hborhcod. If qX is dispersed, then .X% Y 
is paracompact for ah fimije ordiolds CL If the LindeItif degree of Y is less than the ieast 
cardinal number, for each n E vi.‘, of any collection of neighborhoods whose interaaction 
does not contain n in 3s interior, then X X Y is pamcompact. 
Many of the standard examples showing that the product of two 
paracompact spaces is not always paracsmpetct nx@x-e one or both 
factors to be a linearly ordered topologkal space (LOTS) or a subsgace 
of a LOTS. We illustrate some st4fficietut conditions for the product of 
two paracompact spaces to be paracomjpact Iwhen one factor is a LOTS 
(or a subspace of a LOTS). All spaces are assumed Nawsdorff. 
1. Notation 
A kneauly ordered topoPc;rgicaiE spare ~JXXI’S) is2 1ine:arIy ordered sr:t 
with its interval topology. .An kirc. ‘9 +EV+CV g:z,~ of’ a LCITS % is a Dedekind 
cut (A IB) of X such that A has na suprernurn (sup) and fs has no in- 
fimum (int). An end-gap, left or tight, meanz6 the absexe of an infir?Bu 
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t(il$) tx supranum (sup) of the linearly ordered set i The De&kind corn-- 
~~c~;fictition X+ of a LOTS X is formed by suitabl;lr ordering X u (8: g 
is a gap of X) in ,a manner similar to the completion of.the rationals. X 
is dt:nse in the compact LOTS X’+. A gap is a Q-gap provided it is the 
limit of an increasing sequence, if not a right end-g,:sp, and a decreasing 
seqilence, if not a left end-gap, each having no limil: points in X. For 
f’rtIb.er details on LOTS, their gaps, and their compactifications, we sug- 
gest 141. 
If; X is any linearly ordered set, then X* denotes the same set with 
the inverse order of X. 
Intervals in a LOTS X are denoted by [a, b] when closed and by 
]a, b[ when open, and in the Mter case (a and/or b may be allowed to 
‘hsle a gap. A convex set C satisfies a, b E C and 1z < ;!I* C b implies .Y* E C 
3ingleton sets tie considered to be convex. 
Let X be a LOTS, for x E x” let 7+ (x- (resp. T_ CC)) be the smallest 
ordinal h for which there is a decreasing (resp. incrls:asir!g) sequence of 
type X in _J? coinitial (resp. cofinal) with x. Then the type of x is ‘P(X) = 
inf{T+ (x), r__ (x) ) while the character of x is x(x) = sup (7, (.K), T_ (x) } _ 
The Lindeliif degree L(X) of a topological space is the smallest car- 
dinal ~1 such that each open covering of X has a subcovering of cardinal 
less than or ,zqual to cy. 
IFor a topolo&cal space X, we define QX to be the subspace of all 
points of X without a compact neighborhood. 
A topological space is called dispersed’ if every rlion-empty subspace 
has an isolated point. 
’ In this paper we make a slight deviation from the usual Minition 
for the term “refinemerV’ in that a refinement of a covering need not 
be a cavering of any set unless it is so stated. . 
marks and examples 
. A list of papers concerning the normality or paracompactn[ess of pro- 
ducts would be long, and hence we shall not presen Itone here:; however, 
certain of these results should be mentioned for their strong relation- 
ship with our work. 
2.1. Katt ta [ 61 has shown that if X is parac,ompact., and X X Y is normal 
for every Daracompact space Y, then X X Y is paractompact. 
’ Dispersed $1 WCS are also called scattered spaces in the literatum 
2.2. The disjoint union of the Micha.el ljine [ S] and the Sorgemrey 
[ 101 can be embedded as a closed :;ubspace of a first-countablc here- 
ly paraccsmpact LOTS L using a technique of FedorCluk [ 11 or 
Lutzer (see discussion after Corollary 3.3). Hence L X L ahd L X P are 
not normal, where P is the spat , of irrationals. 
2.3. Przymusinski [ 91, armed with Martin’s Axiom and 2’ G = ‘E” 1 s 
has given the Sorgenfrey topology to a subset .X of to produce a 
hereditarily pauacompact space whose p.roduc t wi th itself is perfectly 
normal and not paracompact. 
2.4. That a separable LOTS is paracompact follows fl-om results in [4]. 
That a separable LOTS is also an M-space2 is known as a “f’olk result” 
to the author [ 131. It is well-known that the product of two paraeom- 
pact M-spaces is paracompaci. 
2.5. Each of the spaces L in II.2 and X in 2.3 is a paracompact non-.M- 
space. Consider the space Y to be thz: long line [ 1 1 ] with the last point 
added, the countable ordinals subtracted., and given the intlzrval topol- 
ogy. Y is a paracompact non-M-space; however, Theorem 3.3 will show 
that Y X 2 is paracompact for any Lindelijf spaoe 2, Further, Theorem 
3.4 will show that Y X 2 is paracompact for afly par~acomplact space! Z
On the other hand, the resufts in [ 121 do not seem to be applicable in 
this example. 
2.6. For results concerning normaW{ in products of spaces,, we suggest 
111,M lnd PI. 
3, Theorems 
As a trivial corollary of a result of Suzuki [ 121 we obtain a very 
necessary lemma. Each of our theorems i:!i a generalization of this result. 
2 X is an M-space if there is a closed wnt3mous functicm f from X onto a metric S?IX~ Y aitch 
that f-‘(y) is countably compact for each y It: Y, i 
3.2. Lentma [4]. A LOTS X is paaacompact if and My if every gap of 
X is a Q-gyp. 
3.3. Tborem, Let Xand Y be paracompact spaces, iartd let X be a LOTS 
for which r(n) > L(Y) or r(n) = 0 and x(n) > P;(Y),~%x each rt E 7.X. Then 
X X Y i:s puracompact. 
Proof. Let R be an open covering of X X Y and A G X For convenience 
we say that S is a pro-cover of A provided S is an open o-locally-finite 
refinement of R covering A x Y. 
For++ E Xdefinexl - x2 if and only if there is a pro-cover of 
, IlrnfIxl,x2h supbl,x2H . 
Then - is an equivalence relation on X whose classes we designate kl(x). 
It will be shown that x is an interior point of kl(x) ilnd there is a pro- 
cover of kl(x) for each x E X From this it follows that XX Y is para- 
compact. 
x is an interior point of kl(x). Indeed, it is obvious from Lemma 3.1 
if x $ QX~ On the other hand, if x E QX, there is a mfiinement R, of R 
covering {x } X Y such that R 1 consists entirely of members each of the 
form C X U, where C is open and convex in X and i’7 is open in Y. 
Choose an open locally-finite refinement H of (U: I:? X c]l; E R, ) cover- 
ing Y, and for each W E H choose C(W) to be open and convex in X 
and U(W) open in Y such that W G U(W) and C(W) X U(W) E R 1 . Then 
R, = {C(W) x w: WE II) 
w 
is a pro-cover of (x }. Let R, C R2 be a covering ol‘ {x } X Y such that 
- IR,la L(Y), 
Suppose r, (x) > 0; then r+ (x) > 1 R 3 I, so 
3% < inf{sup C(W): C(W) X WE R3 I= 
Similarly, r_ (A) > 0 implies 
x” > sup{infC(W); C(W) X WE 4 1 l 
In any case, x is in the interior of 
n{C(W): C(W) x WE R, ]- , 
and R3 is a pro-cover of the latter. Therefore, x is an interior pr>int of 
kl(x); therefore, kl(x) is an open and closed convex: set in X. 
Suppose inf(kl(x)) E X and sup(kl(x)j = g $ X, f hen inf(kl(xj) is in 
the inte::ior of kl(inf(kl(x)>‘. , from which it follows that inf(kl(n:)) E klfx) 
and inf’(kl(xjj = inf X. So there is a pro-c’over T of [inf X, x] . On the 
other hand, from Lemma 3.2, there is an increasing; sequence 
{xp$<r (g))cx+ - 
cofinaI with g such that 
(1) x0 =x, 
(2) if K_ (‘g) = W, we may choose .Q E X for all 0, 
(3) {xII : p < r (g) } has no limit points in X 
IIC r_ (g) r: ~3, wechoose Sp to be a pro-cc:)ver of [x0, x@+~ ] for :A1 fl< o. 
In this cam:, 
Tu U{s,: p< 0) 
is a pro-cover of kl(x). 
If r (g) > a, we choose S,, to be: a pro-cover of l[xo, x1 [ and Z$ to 
be a pro-cover of 
for all p > c3 such that 
It is clear that each of the following is ;a cr-locally-finite coliec: tion : 
(a) (So U a) f7 ([inf X,x1 i[ X Y):; 
(b) U {S, : X is a limit ordinal} ;
(c) { ff: v E &+k, X is a limit ord/inal, 0 < h a< T (g) } for 0 C k < W. 
Therefore, the -union of these collec: I;ionsl is a pro-cover of kl(x;, 
There are three other cases to exi~tmi.ne: inf(kl(x)) E X and 
sup(kl(x)) E X; inf(kl(x)) 4 A’ nd s~~p(kIl SC)) E X_: inf(kl(x:)) 4 ;Y and 
sup#l(x)) 6 X. IIowever, in each calse a l[>ro-cover of kl(x) can be con- 
structei! with a modification of the techuiques of the previOus 
Since kl(x)-is dopen for each x fE X and kl(x) atlas 3 prusove 
each x E X such that 
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it folloVws that X has a pro-cover. D 
If, in Theorem 3.2. “. Y is in fact a LOTS, then x(y) < L(Y) for each 
y E Ys - Y. We conjecture that substitution of %:n) > x(y) or p(n) = 0 
and x(n) > x(j;) for each n E QX and y E p - Y’ is not sufficieat to 
reach X X Y paracompact. 
3.4, Theorem. Let Xand Y be paracompact, and I,st X be a LO13 for 
which 7X is dispersed. Then X x Y is paracompact. 
oof. For each pair x1, x2 f X we say x p - x2 if and only if 
[inf{x1,x2 I, sup{+ x2 33 X Y 
is psraconii>act. Then - is an equivalence relation on X whose classes 
we denote H(x). We show that kl(x) X Y is paracclmpact and x is an in- 
terior poiiti; of kl(x) for each x E X. From this it 5Alows that X X Y is 
paracompac t . 
Form the derivatives of QX by allowing DO = r&r, D, tti be the set of 
non-isolated points of D,_1 when gl~ isnon-limit, and Dly = 
when QI is a limit ordinal. For x E X call (x(x) the fi,rst oxhutl such that 
x $ D,,,. Our proof is by induction. 
Suppose or(x) = 0; we may use Lemma 3.1 to shlow that x is an in- 
terior point of kl(x). Moreover, if sup(kl(x)) 4 DO or if sup(kl(x)) is not 
the limit of an increasing sequence of gaps, then a modification of the 
third paragraph of Theorem 3.3 shcJr 1 s [x, sup(kl(.e))] X Y to be para- 
compact. Hence we suppose for k = sup(kl(x)) tha’t k E DO and k is the 
limit of an increasing sequence of gaps and R is an open cover of 
[x, k] X Y. There exists a collection R 1 = {U,: i E 1) of open sets of 
X X Y such that 
(1) each Ui is of the form Ci X C:i for each i E I,, 
(2) Cj is a convex set with gj = inf Ci $!E X for ear% i E f, 
(3) {Gj: i f I) is a locally finite covering of Y, 
(4) );11 is a locally finite refinement of R Loveri]-lg {k ) X Y. 
For each i E 1 choose St to be an open locally finite refinement of R 
c;overing ] x, gi [ X Y and let 
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Then {R 1) U U (Ti: i E 1) is an oI:M locally finite refinerinent of R 
covering ]x, k] X Y. Repetition of these techniq.ues shows that 
[inf (kl&)), x ] X I”, and hence klr(x) X Y, is l~aracompacl:. and closed , 
in X. 
Suppose yz E q.X and a(x) < cu(kr) im:plies k!(x) X Y is paracor;l:pact, 
x is an .interior point of kl(x), and M(x) is closed. We consider the case 
r(n) > 0. There exist iz, U - ~~Xsuch that yt E ]a,b[, ]a,n[ +flJn,bI[ #$3, 
a(a) < (x(x), a(b) < a(x), and 
[a, b] n Darcn,_l = i$:. . 
Whether or not [a, b] is thh: disjo;.nt union of clopen convex sets each 
of whose product with Y is paracompact, we have 
inf(kl(b)) < y1 < sup(kl(a)) , 
since kl(c) X Y is paracompact for all c E: [lz, b] -- {n}. Since kl(a) and 
M(b) are closed, [a, b] X Y is paracompact and n is in the interior of 
k&z). On the other hand , ;; c Z$;!), $3 kl(n) x Y is paracompact. The 
cases for r(n) = 0 are similar. 0 
3.5. Corollary. I$ X is a paracm:n,pac# LOZ.9 and qX. is d&wst?d, .tim 
P is paracompact for till finite wdids ix. 
Lutzer [ 71 has shown that if A it a subssaceof 3 LOITS, then there 
exists an order-preserving homeamorphism from X onto a closed sub- 
space of a certain LO T!G E obtained by replacing points; which are 
(1) suprema of sequences but not lilmit points of those se:quences 
with o*, 
(2) infima of sequences but nlr: t hm ti points of those sequences wh;h o, 
(3) suprema and infima of seyluences but are isolatedi points with 
m*+c3. 
Lutzer has shown that L is paracompact whenever x’ is psracompact. 
It is easy to show that /IL is dispersed Iwhenever qX is diispersed. Hence 
we would have the following: 
, If X is a pmacompwt wbspac’e of a LO’TSancI 
persed, then X X Y is panzcompact j’or any paracompact space Y. 
Similarly, we may apnlry Theorem ?I.3 to arrive at: L G 
examples in title area a:! box topologies: 3 
3.8. &sume the contirruum hypothesis. If X,g is a paracompact LOTS 
for whi.ch qXn is dispersed for each n E w, then 1l-I {X, : n E a} is para- 
cornpa~t when #eil th.e box topology. 
3.9, There is a paracompact space X for which qX is dispersed and a 
metric space Y such that X M Y is not paracompact. 
The auth’gr wishes to express agratitude to the referee whose= sug- 
gestions for modification of the original draft oj* this paper were most 
helpful. 
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